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This rewritten, expanded and updated 7th edition of the long-running bestseller Research Methods

in Education encompasses the whole range of methods currently employed by educational research

at all stages. It offers plentiful and rich practical advice, underpinned by clear theoretical

foundations, research evidence and up-to-date references.  Chapters new to this edition cover:

Causation, critical educational research, evaluation and the politics of research, including material

on cross-cultural research, mixed methods and participatory research    Choosing and planning a

research project, including material on sampling, research questions, literature reviews and ethical

issues    Meta-analysis, research syntheses and systematic reviews    Virtual worlds and internet

research    Using and analysing visual media and data in educational research    Organizing and

presenting qualitative data, content analysis, coding and computer analysis, themes, narratives,

conversations and discourses, grounded theory    Understanding and choosing statistical tests,

descriptive and inferential statistics, multi-dimensional measurement and factor analysis    Research

Methods in Education is essential reading for both the professional researcher and students of

education at undergraduate and postgraduate level, who need to understand how to plan, conduct,

analyse and use research. The textbook is accompanied by a website:

www.routledge.com/textbooks/cohen7e.Â PowerPoint slides for every chapter contain an outline of

the chapter structure followed by a thorough summary of the key points, ideal for both lecturers and

students. Within the book a variety of internet resources are referred to and these references have

been included here, with links to the websites. A wide range of supplementary documents are

available for many chapters, providing additional guidance and examples. They range from

guidelines for the contents of a research proposal with a worked example, to screen-print manuals

for using SPSS and QSR N6 NUD*IST (exportable to N-Vivo) plus data files.
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This is an extremely comprehensive research methods book. It was assigned to me, and although it

is dense as dense can be, I caught myself whispering, "Oh my god I love this book" so many times

as I went through it.

This book had exactly what I needed to move forward with planning my dissertation study. In

particular, I was struggling with data analysis, and the statistics chapters in this book were

comprehensive and user-friendly. The final chapter on choosing the proper statistics was more

helpful than anything I've encountered in my coursework!

I bought this book to help me with my university studies.It was a really tough subject to study so the

book helped me loads. It clearly explained a lot of the concepts and provided excellent further

reading recommendations. It also has a website with extra resources which were relatively useful. A

great resource for students of research methods

Outstanding combination of research text and new designs of research. Perfect for students doing

their own research or their dissertations.

This book has good points but has an abundance of extra and unnecessary wordage. There are

better research method books than this one.

Fantastic ref on research design. Very comprehensive. A must have for post grad students doing

social research. ðŸ‘ŒðŸ•¼

Not helpful at all. Mostly secondary information that can be found elsewhere, not easily read

especially on Kindle

This book was in better condition than I expected. Thank you very mcuh, ngÄ• mihi
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